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ABSTRACT

Topicality. The prevalence of caries complications (pulpitis and periodontitis) in the population of Ukraine reaches
75-78%. According to date, endodontic treatment is at a high level, but due to some financial difficulties, the population of Ukraine is not receiving it in appropriate level. Improving the quality of endodontic treatment of periodontitis,
especially acute and exacerbated ones, is an urgent problem of therapeutic dentistry. Nowadays, the development
of treatment methods taking into account the condition of the patient's autonomic nervous system is quite relevant.
Purpose. To determine the effectiveness of drug treatment in patients with exacerbated chronic periodontitis and
endodontic treatment of teeth with II stage exacerbated course of generalized periodontitis, taking into account the
state of the autonomic nervous system, in particular with the predominance of the parasympathetic nervous system.
Material and methods. For the clinical study, 30 patients with exacerbated II grade perio-dontitis with periodontal lesions (exacerbated chronic periodontitis) with predominance of the parasympathetic nervous system were selected.
Endodontic treatment of 25 teeth with acute course of II grade of generalized periodontitis and 10 teeth with periodontal-periodontal lesions (teeth with signs of exacerbated chronic periodontitis) was conducted in the main group
of patients, with a predominance of the parasympathetic section of the autonomic nervous system. The comparison
group consisted of 20 patients with predomi-nance of parasympathetic section of autonomic nervous system, which
received endodontic treatment of generalized periodontitis (25 teeth) and exacerbated chronic periodontitis (10 teeth), using conventional methods of treatment. All patients were examined using clinical methods.
Results and discussion. The use of the proposed method of endodontic treatment with pre-medication showed a
certain decrease in pain in patients after endodontic treatment. X-ray showed complete filling of root canals in all
teeth. The statistical analysis showed a greater effectiveness of endodontic treatment in patients in the main group,
who under-went premedication.
Conclusions. Conducted clinical study and statistical analysis show the effectiveness of the proposed medicamental
premedication during endodontic treatment of teeth in patients with prevalence of parasympathetic section of the
autonomic nervous system.
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INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of caries in the population of
Ukraine is extremely high and reaches up to 96-98%.
This causes a significant number of complications
of caries - pulpitis and periodontitis, the occurrence
of which is extremely high and reaches 75-78%
[1-5]. The development of acute inflammatory
processes in the periodontium causes the further
emergence of a number of inflammatory processes
of the maxillofacial area. Therefore, the problem
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of treatment of acute inflammatory processes in
the periodontium is relevant for the current state
of dental care of the population of Ukraine. To
date, endodontic treatment is at a high level, but
due to some financial difficulties, the population
of Ukraine is not receiving it in a due course.
Therefore, the efficacy of endodontic treatment is
at a quite low level, due to many complications
[6,8]. That is why the improvement of the quality
of endodontic treatment of periodontitis, especially
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acute and exacerbated, is an urgent problem of
therapeutic dentistry in Ukraine [8].
To improve the quality of endodontic treatment of
periodontitis, various methods of treatment are used,
such as copper-calcium hydroxide depoporosis or
cupral [9]. During treating the disease, one should
also take into account the individual characteristics
of the patient. The emergence and development of
the pathological process is significantly influenced
by the autonomic nervous system of the person
[10,11]. According to this, it is relevant to develop
methods of treatment of diseases, taking into account
the patient’s autonomic nervous system, including
periodontitis and periodontal diseases.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this survey is to determine
the effectiveness of medicamental treatment in
patients with exacerbated chronic periodontitis
and endodontic treatment of teeth with II stage
exacerbated course of generalized periodontitis,
taking into account the state of the autonomic
nervous system, in particular with the predominance
of the parasympathetic nervous system.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
For the clinical study, 30 patients with
exacerbated II grade periodontitis with periodontal
lesions (exacerbated chronic periodontitis) with
predominance of the parasympathetic nervous
system were selected.
To normalize the state of the autonomic nervous
system of patients, a scheme of medical preparation
of patients was developed (Utility model patent №
113526), “A method of treatment of patients with
acute and exacerbated chronic periodontitis, with
the prevalence of the parasympathetic section of
the autonomic nervous system” from 25.01.2017.
Patients
with
predominance
of
the
parasympathetic section of the autonomic nervous
system were prescribed appropriate drug treatment
two days before treatment and before each visit to
the dentist:
• Buskospan 0.01 g – 1 tablet thrice a day;
• Valerian tincture – 25 drops three times a day;
• Doxazosin 0.001 g – 1 tablet once a day.
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After the dental intervention, the course of
medication was prescribed for 3-5 days:
• Ibuprofen 0.2 – 2 tablets thrice a day;
• Valerian tincture – 20 drops thrice a day;
• Buskospan 0.01 g – 1 tablet three times a day;
• Doxazosin 0.001 g – 1 tablet once a day.
In the main group of patients with the
predominance of the parasympathetic section of
the autonomic nervous system, was conducted
endodontic treatment of 25 teeth with acute course
of II degree of generalized periodontitis and 10
teeth with periodontal lesion (i.e. teeth with signs of
exacerbated chronic periodontitis on the background
of exacerbated generalized periodontitis). Among
the forms of periodontitis (10 teeth), exacerbated
chronic granulating periodontitis was predominant
- 9 teeth (90.0%), and 1 (10.0%) tooth - exacerbated
chronic granulomatous periodontitis. There were 6
(60.0%) molars and 4 (40.0%) premolars among
them. Among the treated teeth 16 (64.00%) were
mandibular incisors, 6 (24.0%) were mandibular
premolars, and 3 (12.0%) - mandibular premolars.
All patients were examined using clinical
examination methods.
For accurate diagnosis of teeth with periodontal
lesions, patients underwent a comprehensive
examination of the periodontal condition according
to preliminary studies. Contact X - ray was used
to diagnose the condition of teeth affected by
periodontitis [11]. The x - ray of the affected teeth
made it possible to accu rately assess the condition
of the carious cavity, its connection with the tooth
cavity, the shape and number of roots and root
canals, pathological changes in the periapical
tissues. If necessary, thermos-diagnostics and
electro-odonto-diagnostics of the affected teeth
were performed. The diagnosis of periodontitis was
established according to the modern classification
[10]. According to the anamnesis, the overall
condition of the patients was satisfactory.
For preliminary analysis of the state of the autonomic
nervous system of the patient “Questionnaire to detect
vegetative changes” was used [14]. The assessment
of the state of the autonomic nervous system was
performed by determining the Kerdo index and the
vegetative Kerdo index [6].
The comparison group consisted of 20 patients
with predominance of parasympathetic section
of autonomic nervous system, which received
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endodontic treatment of generalized periodontitis
(25 teeth) and exacerbated chronic periodontitis (10
teeth), using conventional methods of treatment.
The proper surgical treatment of exacerbated
chronic periodontitis in patients was performed
according to the treatment protocols approved
by the Ministry of Health of Ukraine (2005). Using
an X - ray the quality of the filling was monitored.
The presence and intensity of pain after filling was
evaluated in points according to the questionnaire [8].
Patients were examined in the near terms, to
evaluate the effectiveness of the treatment. In
the case of effective treatment, patients had no
complaints, no clinical signs of inflammation in
the area of the affected tooth. In the long-term
observation on the x-ray, a decrease in the lesion of
the periapical tissues was noted.
The intensity of pain after root canal filling was
evaluated using the questionnaire developed.
In parallel, patients in both groups with
generalized periodontitis underwent the complex
treatment using conventional methods, the same
as patients in the corresponding main group, but
without drug premedication.

RESULTS
The distribution of teeth by diagnosis and groups
of teeth is presented in the table 1.
Analyzing the conducted questionnaire and
clinical examination showed that among patients
of the main group with the predominance of the
parasympathetic section of the autonomic nervous
system (35 teeth), in 4 teeth (11.43%) was noted
pain of low intensity after the endodontic treatment
– 1.34 + 0.41 points.
In addition, a slight sensitivity during
percussion was noted in these teeth. Exacerbation

of the process in 2 of these teeth (5.71%) was
noted during treatment. Similar pain in patients
in the comparison group was observed in 8 teeth
(22.86%). The intensity of pain according to the
developed scale in the patients of the comparison
group was also within the weak and amounted to
4.67 + 0.48 points (table 2).
Table 2. Intensity of pain in teeth after endodontic
treatment in patients with the predominance of the
parasympathetic section of the autonomic nervous system
(M ± m)
Group

Number of teeth

Index (points)

р1

35
35

1.34+0.41
4.67+0.48

< 0.05

Main
Comparison

p1 - is the probability between the data of the main group and the
comparison group
Criterion t = 4.839; p = 0.0001.

The average duration of pain in patients in
the main group with the predominance of the
parasympathetic section of the autonomic nervous
system during endodontic treatment of periodontal
lesions (exacerbated chronic periodontitis) and
root canal obturation was 1.5 days. In the case of
endodontic treatment of teeth with II degree of
generalized periodontitis, the average duration of
pain was slightly less and amounted to 1.45 days.
Palpation of the apex area of the treated teeth
was painless. X-ray showed complete root canal
filling in all teeth. Insignificant overfilled root
canals was noted in 3 teeth (8.57%) with acute
chronic periodontitis in patients of the main group.
In patients of the comparison group with the
predominance of the parasympathetic section of the
autonomic nervous system, the average duration
of pain syndrome after endodontic treatment
of periodontal lesions (exacerbated chronic
periodontitis) and root canal obturation averaged
2.5 days. In the case of endodontic treatment of

Table 1. The distribution of teeth that underwent endodontic treatment in patients with
predominance of the parasympathetic section of the autonomic nervous system
Groups of
patients
Main
%
Comparison
%
Overall
%

Number of
teeth
35
50.0
35
50.0
70
100.00

Diagnosis/ Number of teeth
Generalized
Granulating Granulomatous
periodontitis
9
1
25
12.86
1.43
35.71
10
0
25
14.29
0
35.71
19
1
50
27.15
1.43
71.42

Group of teeth
Molars Premolars Incisors
6
8.57
7
10.0
13
18.57

13
18.57
14
20.0
27
38.57

16
22.86
14
20.0
30
42.86
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teeth with II grade of generalized periodontitis, the
average duration of pain was slightly shorter, and
was 2.7 days. The duration of pain in patients in
the comparison group was 2.7 days, in the case of
endodontic treatment of generalized periodontitis,
it was 2.9 days. X-ray showed that the root canals
of the teeth are filled up to the apical narrowing.
Insignificant excretion of filling material over the
apex was noted in 3 (8.57%) teeth in patients of the
comparison group.
A comparison of the relative number of
complications (pain) was made, to determine
the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed
treatments using the χ2 criterion (xi-square). It was
noted in 4 (11.43%) of 35 teeth in patients in the
main group, and in 8 (22.86 %) of 35 teeth in patients
of comparison group with the predominance of the
parasympathetic section of autonomic nervous
system.The number of closest complications in
patients of the main group was 4 out of 35, and in
patients of comparison group - 8 out of 35. Thus,
the frequency of complications in both groups was
(4 + 8) / 70x100 = 17.14%. The expected calculated
number of immediate complications in patients of
the main group was: 17.14 / 31x100 = 55.29%.
The expected calculated number of immediate
complications in patients in the comparison group
was: 17.14 / 27x100 = 63.48%.
The obtained results revealed a higher expected
number of closest complications in the comparison
group patients than in the main group patients.

DISCUSSION
Periodontitis is a common, chronic, multifactorial,
inflammatory condition affecting the supporting
tissues of the teeth. It leads to the progressive
destruction of the tooth supporting apparatus and
eventual tooth loss. There is now overwhelming
evidence that periodontitis has a negative impact on
oral health-related quality of life [1-7]. Significant
impacts have been shown in the functional,
physical, social and psychological domains. Severe
periodontitis appears to have a greater impact than
mild to moderate periodontitis [8-12].
It is important to be aware of this impact when
assessing patients in practice. Discussions might
include psychological concerns, halitosis, pain, and
poor aesthetics [13-19]. The periodontal treatment
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plan should be based on both the needs diagnosed
by the clinician but also those perceived by the
patient [6-9].
The latest global burden of diseases, injuries
and risk factors’ study demonstrated that, from 354
diseases/injuries measured across 195 countries,
the greatest age-standardised prevalence of years
lived with disease’ in both 1990 and 2017 were
oral disorders, headache disorders, and tuberculosis
including latent tuberculosis [13-15]. The periodontal
data were true for both males and females and,
unlike caries where age-standardised percentage
rates had decreased, in periodontal diseases rates had
increased between 2008 and 2018 [1-4,16].
The clinical difference between chronic and
aggressive periodontitis especially in generalized
forms is not clear [17,18]. The extent and amount
of clinical inflammation in generalized aggressive
periodontitis appear to be similar to that observed
in chronic periodontitis [19]. At that point, clear
diagnostic distinction can be made according to age
of onset and patients’ family history [20].
Recently, continuous multilevel risk assessmentbased prognostication systems were proposed
[20,21]. In the light of these evidences, it seems
possible to retain a tooth with negative prognosis
in a well-maintained cooperative patient [22-24].
In this research, all teeth were treated periodontally
and retained with multidisciplinary perio-endo
treatment, and favorable clinical improvements
were obtained to change their prognosis at 1-year
from “hopeless” to “maintainable” condition. Only
one premolar tooth was extracted at the end of the
7th year due to the increasing mobility and tooth
number 36 revealed periapical radiolucency on the
radiograph without any clinical symptoms.
Based on existing evidence, the American
Academy of Periodontology suggested several
indications for gingival augmentation procedures
[25]. We placed FGG onto the insufficient keratinized
tissue zones after IPT before flap surgeries.
Today, by the help of various new technologies,
biological approaches and biomaterials, the
challenge is now to introduce the experience and
knowledge contributing to patient outcomes in
terms of function, ease of care, esthetics, and longterm maintenance [26]. There are various biomaterial combinations used in the regeneration of
periodontal bone defects [27-31]. It has been shown
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that the use of EMD combined with bone graft
materials is promising and useful for periodontal
regeneration [27]. In this research, EMD + BDX was
used as the regenerative combination. The results
of a recent study showed that hopeless teeth can
be treated successfully with various regenerative
combinations and maintained over a period of
5 years in health and function [31]. The present
case report parallel with the aforementioned study
revealed encouraging results for regenerative interventions to be considered as suitable alternatives
to the extraction of severely compromised teeth
with intrabody defects to or beyond the root apex
[31]. However, the importance of patient selection,
clinicians’ experience and skill, the scientific
evidence, treatment plan, a cost/benefit analysis
and a strict periodontal supportive care program
must be underlined as the keys for the success of
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